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The above photo is Shahidur Rahman Sikder & Images are- Darwin’s Science; see into- 

following below the information about Evolution of the Universe. Now it- Completed New 

Discovery of the Universe.  

 

Additional my Research results say- Everything of the world of matter is the result of 

evolution from the Transcendent or the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature. Everything 

is changing in the universe after the Big Bang. The changing function of the universe is going on 

always i.e. everything of the real world is always evolving and by overcoming the steps of 

change come various faced physics. When the velocity of the energy is reduced then the changes 

began in the attraction of gravitation of the Transcendent or Primordial black 

hole/Infinite/Allah. Moving of the sole power or change occurred as a result of the touch of 

speed and rolling in the specific dimension from becoming slow and from rolling, the 

combination of different material world in the different dimension of the evolution. 

 

Observing the physical world, observed physical world, thus the stages of evolution is running 

and it lasts forever. The universe has also growth, introduction and death but it is fully 

impossible for us human being to measure it, the real physical world is middle part of beginning 

and ending period of place, time and objects. Existence of our life in a too little part of that life, 

In our short life of 100 years, it is impossible to give a exact idea of history of creation of nearly 

14 billion years, but the extra facilities of our mankind earned from nature is the use of 

imagination power or Faculty or the act of thinking. From the present situation of evolution, if 

were will go back respectively. The power of thought becomes unpreventable by darkness 

zero, the Infinite/Allah/God/nature stands like steel made wall and we have no any 

opportunity without surrendering to it. 

With the survey of change we again imagine of everything of present, past and future. According 

to evolution, with the application of faculty or imagination or power of thoughts with our 

intelligence, we have an idea about creation. Some time past too the assessment of moving was 

out of thoughts, the world famous physics scientist Darwin’s theory of evolution has reproduced 

the conception that the moving and change of everything tantamount to the rule of nature. As per 

this rule there have the touch of moving inside everything whatsoever of universe and the 

activities of change have been continuing in eternity or shall continue thereof. There is no means 

for constant escape from the activities of change and the sharp living beings too shall not have 

the idea of constant escape.  

In the information provided by the theory of evolution zoologist Darwin, there is no similarity 

thought about the enigma of creation. By the retentive memory- Zoologist Darwin found we are 

evolution from sea-weed. As a result, religious theory about the origin of the earth along with the 

origin of mankind has changed to some extent. Scientist doesn’t research for our eventful 

universe condition i.e. Zoologist Darwin doesn’t know in our universe is everything is the 

evolution from 25% divisible or divided power. Scientist doesn’t know- Divisible or divided 



power is by the big bang and from the Transcendent or the Primordial black Hole or Unit 

black Hole or the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban.  

Consequently lawfully, in the information provided by the theory of evolution zoologist Darwin 

& My research results- there is no similarity at thought about the enigma of creation. Scientist 

did not research for eventful universe or the Universe creation and the Universe came from 

where/how. Darwin doesn’t know in our universe is everything is the evolution from- divisible 

part of power of Primordial black hole/Single dimension/Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Nature.  

In the big bang, evolution with gravitation theory- Lawfully, found- the Communications Physics 

take root the Transcendent or the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban & Communications of Physics is 

the result finality- Physics of a seed and that the physics of a seed is the means many instances, 

the Transcendent/Primordial Hole/Unit dimension/Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Nature and so on. 

Everything of the Universe or physics is the result- finally- Big crunch. Big crunch is finality- 

again second big bang. Consequently, as I see it- Birth of the second big bang is the codes of 

law- by the imagination power- the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Vogoban/Nature- Possibility 

swiftly will be make another Universe. 

Everything of the world of matter is the result of evolution- from the divisible or divided 25% 

power of the Primordial Hole/Infinite/Allah/God/Nature. From the primordial black hole or 

Nature power some part may be it 25% was divisible by the Big Bang- Moving and rolling of 

the divisible 25% sole power or change occurred as a result of the touch of speed.  

In the Universe all of the matter is always evolving and changing- from divisible part of power 

of the Infinite/Allah/God. After the big bang everything is changing in the universe. The 

changing function of the universe is going on always i.e. everything of the real world is always 

evolving, changing and by overcoming the steps of change come various faced physics.  

When the velocity of the energy reduced then the changes began in the attraction of gravitation 

of the Primordial black hole/Infinite/Allah/God. Moving of the sole power or change occurred as 

a result of the touch of speed and rolling in the specific dimension from becoming slow and 

from rolling, the combination of different material world in the different dimension of the 

evolution. Hence, lawfully- we found the Communications Physics take root the Infinite and 

communications of Physics is the result finality- Physics of a seed through that- Transcendent. 

In divisible or divided power Dark matter is 21% invisible gravitation worlds are three kinds of 

black holes of various energy levels & Normal matter 4% visible gravitational worlds are 

three kinds of matter. The Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Nature power still 75% and future of 

the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban- 25% divisible or divided power always is changing in the 

universe from the above information- we found the results that- Everything is the presence of 

singular dimension, the last position of matter in artificial experiment and we found the 



result by evolution/variable of the Transcendent or the Infinite/Allah/God/Nature-him/her 

part such as in physics.  

Everything in the Universe or Physics is the results from evolution divisible or divided power of 

the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban. Divisible or divided Power of the Infinite/Allah/God- united of 

all things in the Universe. So, Existence of the Transcendent or the Infinite/Allah/God is in 

everything i.e. The Transcendent or the Infinite/Allah/God is omnivorous and in physics. Hence, 

we can take the resolution that- for the Communications of Physics or everything the Universe- 

Finality take root the Transcendent or the Infinite/Allah/God.  

Consequently lawfully, in the information provided by the theory of evolution zoologist Darwin, 

there is no similarity of thought about the enigma of creation. By the retentive memory- 

Zoologist find out- we are evolution from sea-weed. As a result, religious theory about the origin 

of the earth along with the origin of mankind has changed to some extent . Scientist doesn’t 

research for our eventful universe condition. Darwin doesn’t know in our universe, everything is 

the evolution from divided power by the big bang of the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Nature. 

Consequently, the above from the information- Finally- Question may arise from the people 

about Darwin & Me. Who is right about the mutable Universe?  

In full Information about the Real History of Astronomy or History of the Real Cosmology finds out- At: 

https://www.amazon.com/Real-Brief-History-Universe-Cosmology-ebook/dp/B07S42JPDS 

The Universe is not expanding: At: https://aas.org/files/resources/the_universe_is_not_expanding.pdf 

In the Universe- Where Our Place is- See into- At: 

https://aas.org/files/resources/where_is_our_place_in_the_universe.pdf 

My theory with imagination or faculty is beyond Einstein at: 

https://aas.org/files/resources/albert_einstein_between_me.pdf 

Consequently, if anybody don’t understand about the facts! Him/Her query with me by e-mail at: 

early_amazing_universe@yahoo.com 
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